Membership Value Proposition
Advocacy
Belonging to something of importance and affecting positive change PMI Members belong
to an organization that is passionate for the profession and has cultivated relationships with
both businesses and governments around the world to promote the value of the profession
as a key driver to success. Many businesses and government have looked to PMI as a
resource to understand how project management can help their organizations. PMI is
advocating for project managers around the globe every day, making a positive impact and
elevating the project manager as a key driver in the organization
Recognition
Achieving prestige status. PMI is the recognized global leader of project management. PMI
provides and extends that recognition• to its members by association. Long standing
members, volunteer leaders and fellows earn prestige among not only their peers, but
others in the business world who have benefited from their knowledge, expertise and project
management skills.
Community
PMI also provides community. The PMI knowledge portal, projectmanagement.com offers
opportunities for networking and a link to project managers everywhere. PMI also offers a
deeper richer experience with community and possibilities for connections with others that
give the assurance, that there is always someone there who can help.
Knowledge
Demonstrating competence through professional development and learning. PMI is
committed to developing competent project managers for the organizations and
government - as a knowledge resource. PMI is head and shoulder above the rest in providing
professional development and learning opportunities through its credentials, academic
research. online learn global conferences and peer to peer expertise. PMI membership
offers unique access to these opportunities.
Contribution
Giving for the greater good, benefitting others. PMI is probably best suited to be an advocate
for the greater good for the world community lust because of the nature of the skills project
managers have. Whether its building drinking wells, educating kindergartners or teaching
organizations how to use project management principles, PMI member eager to help the
world benefit from their abilities. PMI membership helps facilitate that.

